
Richard Gallca 	 1/1/95 
260 Fifth Ave., 
New York, NY 10001 

Dear Richard, 

Raphatila has sent me the page from the C & G catalogue announcing NEVER AGAIN!  

for April. Please thank her for me. It now cannot save me the time I wasted in 

writing perhapsa hundred, perhaps more letters in response to inquiried in all of 

which I gave incorrect information because I was first told what was not to be and 

then not told anything at all, not even when I asked. I would have mailed many hundreds 

of announcements if 1 had boon sent any, and I did ask for them, for all of the book;. 

It would have helped them all, too. 

I hope that Raphaola's return is because her father is better, not the alternative. 

By and large the catalogue page is very good. I particular4 tide the emphasis an 

fact. 1 du regret that I was not consulted about the brief bio becam.-ie I have not been 

"a newspaper repprter" since beforo World War II and I was not (alone) "tie first person 

to criticize the Warren Report." idllione immediately disagreed with it. I wrote the 

firs': book on it. 

Rap1ia41 aiso wrote that Peter said the copy editor has the manuscript right now 

which will be ready the first week of January..." As I once told you, in your name Peter 

told me more than a year ago that it was to go to the copy editor then. This makes me 

wonder about "480pagee" because we also had an agreement that the cats that were made 

merely to shorten the book would be restored. And because it says nothing about index, 

pictures or documents. 

aonfiction books are downgraded if they have no index, particoleely by reviewers. 

I regret very much that there is no index in Case Ilea and if any copies were sent 

to reviewers I have not heard from any one of heard of any review by any one. And despite 

this or any effort to advertise or promote the book of wkich I know my mail and phone 

calls continua to b0 good. Three calls tho past two days and one thoughtful letter en—

cloned 31 handwritten pages of scholarly if I think minor factual criticism of Posner's 

book on a half—dozen points. What is new in my experience is that almost all these letters 

begin by thanking me for doing the.book and moat toll* how old, meaning how young, the 

writers wore. The oldest I remember tellipig me his sge said he was 12 at the time of the 

assassination, the youngest only 10 this year and he closed, speaking of JFK, "lie left 

uel amethirer,." I tell you this because e think it reflects a difference in the age group 

if the market.* letters are not every day now, but they are firth:peat and some days there 

were as many as five recently. This seems to indicate that the book is still selling. 

I do want an index, a 	od professional index, very much and I believe the book is 

not only entitled to it but that it will recover4 its cost.Ndf-having one telegraphs that 

you are doing it on the chear4hat in itself discourages sales. It also reduces the 
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usefulness enormously on this subject in which most have a genuine interest. As I am 

inclined tu believe you have had reflected to you with other books that are not really 

books an the subject itself. Ohich is to praise almost all of them, tiley being what 

they are. 

When you first offered me an advance on this book I declined it. That was not 

because its size was insulting. I did not take it that way. I believed you anticipated 

speicial costs or problems and ildecLining the advance I told you that if I could help 

with those casts or problems to let me know. That was not because we are well off. We 

are not. If I require a nurning home it will not take long for oil to be wiped out. If 

we both are, then the property, which is deeded to fiood, will have to go. And Lil is 

also fee 	and would not be able to take care of me. I've become so weak they doctor It 

told me this pilot Wednesday to suspend my walking for a while even though he told me 

five yoare ago that the walking io the only reason I then had my legs which he had ex-

pected me to we 10 years before then. In making my offer I was expressing a wilingness 

to in effect innure yibm on the book. I was both that willing and that confident. And if 

you had kept the schedule Peter indicatefmore than a year agotal, who is an eptellent in-

dexer, would have done the index, (Indexing is what she was doing for the Senate when we 

net and you have seen the indedes she did for my books.) This is to _gay that if there 

had been normal communication anJ you'd kept your word there would have been no cost 
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on an excellent index. 

I think there must be a good professional index and I think I am entitled to ex-

pect it. I think it will at least return its cost and that the book is important enough 

in our hiotory to require it for our history. 

I did vend sonic pictures up. I do not now 	i±crecall which clear*. I think 

they are important to the book and its sale and influence and to our history. Wen you 

responded to nothing, and this gots back close to two years on pictures, and when 

Kerman told me it would be published this fitarch, I had prints made of one that is close 

to exculpatory of Oswald and sent it to him. he appeared not to understand its importance. 

Considering whaL he has published I can understand that. I'll be enclosing what illustrates 

how it exculpates Oswald. And that, of course, means much more than that. although 1  think 

that alone might get you some help from Marina, who has been in -Leitch with me and now 

wants to establish his innocence. Despite the desire of her daughters that she forget it. 

Lana: ago I wrote you about those pictures and asked you to get permission to use 
eoor4' them from Black Star and if it exists no longer f-ee any agency that may have taken it over. 

That would have given you access tu the natives. I have contacts of them only and had 

prints made profesoionallj/from them. I have those negatives. Thee° pictures, dated 

the, clay of the assassination, show window-curtains being installed in his room. Be told 

the t; 	menhe carried curteinrods but the Commission refused to believe him. ,411 the 
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evidence is that he did not and could not have carried the rill's in the bag he was carry-

ing. I'll enclose what makes this clear from Whitewash. When found the rifle was well 

oiled. The FBI'etesting of the blanket in which he'd allegedly had it wrapped detected no 

oil. The alleged bag in which he carried his 	riflealso had no traces of oilt on it, 

no fingerprintmb where he hold it in carrying it, no creases of any marks on it from 

the rifle being carried it it. 

Thie is some (I• what you cut from Case Open. You did say I'd have been a real 

Clarence .darrow but you cut all the Darrow that was in the book out, enough to now make 

an important book. One of the pictures I did send, along with the pertinent testimony, 

show that the rifle was not and could not have been tossed aside in alleged flight but 

was so carefully hidden it was miffed many times in the search,including by those who 

searhhed tha very spot, behind a barricade of books in cartons. With not a print lifted 

from any /Metal. The picture I went shows that the rifle was below the overlap of two 

cartons and sitting upriight on edge. When in the official reconstruction, which I'll $ 

also enclose from Whitewash, dven with Oswald not 'Nike taking the time to put the xxXii 

rifle inside that barricade, the time reconstruction eleanerates him, even only second more 

becomes overwhelming. 

You are a lawyer, I do not have to explain the totally exculpatory importance these 

have. Ok-,-11,104 i,"040%/Wr; tatlat-ell-A44,Aw 

By the was, although Black Star dated those pictures 11/22/63, from the inteitl 

evidence I believe that part of the 36-exposure roll was made the next morning. They 

could have been made that day but I believe not.Pind even with the curtains in placoethat 

rem was a fishbowl. ion can see thriugh them. 

Dearing on proof of a conop;racy, I urge two others, both in Post Nortem  which so 

few people have eon. Une is of the shirt collar and tie, arAI4 sent at least xeroxee of 

those, and one is of the cyttbetone, which you also cut from Case La/4e who I/planned them 

fgt. t. 'foe did not cut the reeefiet+ scientific examination that jEree‘I. the hale had 

been patched with cement paste but the pictures are graphic, important am moll books, 

I tl iask also exciting people so few of ‘. 0331 have seen them,/do very few. 

As you are well aware, i have no ego involvement in what I've done and am doing and 

i'de done nothing for financial regard. I set out to perfect the record for our history 

and when I can I am still dping that. What I've done that you know frothing about is now 

quite voluminous. As I told you, I wanted you to s4,1;e in any kudos from it and 1  looked 

nowhere else when that was not impos4le for me as it is dew. I'm sorry for you, for me 

and for the country that you have diminished this as much as you did in Case  otgn  and in 

delaying tlOs book. I did deliver what t promised and you have the beet possible peer 

ondo*emont of that and I can give you more.I hope you and C & G will hale enough con-
e 

cern for the cou4try that has given you your opportunities to do this book as it should 
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be done and as I had every right to believe it would be done. 4nd I think, without 

knowing any details of wewmags, it will help it, at least fortify it in a different 

area. 

In this regard I tell you that I have completed a relatively short boos that I 

think is important, and in writing it I reg 
	

d it as 0:equal4 to NEVER AGAIN! I 
thin]: it can add to a late sale of Nevi-Oman's and mine. I have not even told you about 

it becan5e I simply am not up to more of what_t have had with these two books. Its 

title is Waketh, the Watchman; Our Strangelovian wilitarY and the JFK Assassination. 

You should remember hints of this from NiNER AGAIN! It addresses motive, moans and 

opportunity and it is a genuinely frightening book. It has been retyped except for 

a feu corrilctions but I've not heard from the student who is doing it since before 

final exams. I think I will after the(hole;day perid4. Another now former student in rev 

typing a much longer one and I'm enlarging the article I s up and did not even get 

aemowledgement of, SesaterAtaqs.pllAssents, going into the other area of which he 
had serious questions, "I satisfied they have not told ua all they knew about Oswald." 

I think that whkth aqy effort at all the original article, which I've had retyped since 

then, aside from its own and dgcumented importance, lot should be helpful to the Wewman 

book and to mine if placed in a magazine. Because I doubt you even bothered to read it 

I toll you briefly that both Russell and Cooper, and this I have documented by them, 

refused to sign the Report based on the single-bullet theory and never changed their 

minds, also documented by them, long later. They were conned into what they were misled 

into believing was a compromise that accoliodated their views by Rankin and Warren. Who 

even faked a transcript of an executive session Russell forded on it. When I put proof 

of that in Russell's hands he encouraged me to his dying day and never spoke to LBJ again. 

he told me that imakluxa Boggs also disagreed but not as strongly. 

So, as I told you, gang Frost's words, I have been trying to keep those promises 

and if they end as no more than a record for our' 	history for now, I'll have 

kept those promises at leant as a minimum. I wish I thiught I }Pave  enough time for mere. 

}low I wish you could think in those terms! Especially with the visible changes6ince 

the jFK assassination. We had a de facto coup d'etat. IVVe done as much as is possible 

in making cane that it waa intended, and by wham. 

In saying "documented" above i mean by both Russell and Cooper. I have what Russell 

prepared and l'-ead at that executive session, his latter written references to this and 

Cooper's. 


